How does diabetes affect the skeleton?

importantly it increases the risk of osteoporosis
(weakening of bones) and fragility fractures.
The reason why diabetics develop osteoporosis
is not yet well established, but is thought to be
due to lower peak bone mass and the effect of
diabetes related nephropathy (kidney problem).
In patients with Type 2 diabetes, there is also
the detrimental effect of medications on the
bone mass. The risk of accidental falls leading
to fractures in the elderly as a consequence
of diminished vision, osteoporosis- related to
diabetes, makes this warrant serious attention

Diabetes adversely affects the skeleton - in ways that being within the ambit of preventable causes of
we do not even comprehend yet fully. It has several fractures.
deleterious effects on the musculoskeletal system. It
causes unexplained cramps and infarctions (muscle death Apart from the direct effect diabetes has on
due to lack of blood supply). It causes stiffness of joints. various orthopaedic conditions, the risks of
It causes inflammation of tendons. It delays normal post-operative infections due to hyperglycaemic
regenerative healing affecting overall health. And most state in such patients is a serious problem.
Frozen
shoulder,
Stiff-hands
syndrome.
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Viking's disease, Trigger finger are some of the The life time risk of diabetic patients developing a foot
popular eponyms used to describe certain other ulcer is as high as 25% thereby putting them in potential
orthopedic conditions that commonly affect danger of an amputation.
diabetic individuals.
Peripheral neuropathy affects between 30-50% of people
with diabetes and increases risk of heel ulceration,
THE BURDE
There is an enormous economic particularly if peripheral vascular disease is also present.
burden involved in surgical treatment of a
diabetic patient. Many orthopedic studies have Other musculoskeletal conditions (Table) such as adhesive
identified diabetes mellitus and perioperative capsulitis of the shoulder (commonly known as Frozen
glucose imbalance as predisposing risk factors shoulder or a.k.a periarthritis), Dupuytren's contracture
for various postoperative complications such (a.k.a Viking's disease - as it was earlier thought that
as surgical site infection (SSI) and prolonged the disease originated with Viking's who spread it
hospital stays. One study done in the west, throughout the world!), Carpal Tunnel syndrome, diabetic
for example, found that an SS! following amyotrophy, turnoriform focal muscular degeneration
orthopaedic inpatient surgery resulted in an have also proven association to Type 2 diabetes.
increase in health care costs of more than
300 percent, and that the treatment costs Frozen shoulder is a common, 'self-limiting' condition
for orthopedic patients with infections were that is known to favor diabetics. A yet unexplained
$17,708 higher than treatment costs for a patient disease that results in one or both shoulders going stiff
without an infection. In India similar studies and painful, can be treated with a good and sustained
are lacking, however the notion that proper course of physiotherapy, if religiously adhered to. Other
perioperative blood glucose control would lead treatment options include instillation of medicines
to decreased rates of SSIs and reduce related inside the joint, manipulation of the shoulder joint under
healthcare costs is obvious.
anesthesia and arthroscopic procedures to relieve the joint
stiffness (keyhole surgery), all of which have variable
Diabetes and trauma: Diabetic patients may rates of success.
present with any orthopedic condition, trauma
or with infections. Trauma is known to cause Carpal Tunnel syndrome, Trigger finger and
hyperglycemia by the mechanisms of stress Dupuytren's contracture are a triad of conditions often
induced catabolic hormones being secreted. seen together which have a predilection for the diabetic
This stress induced hyperglycemia increases patient. If severe, they can cause significant discomfort.
mortality in trauma patients. Hyperglycemia While Carpal Tunnel syndrome can often be treated nonwith glucose levels more than 200 mg/dL are surgically, Dupuytren's is treated by surgical release of
predictive of higher infection and mortality the fibrous tissue thickening that causes the deformity.
rates in patients in ICU s, independent of other
injury characteristics, emphasizing the absolute
need for tight control of blood glucose levels. Diabetes, infections and Total Joint replacement
(SSIs): Infections such as cellulitis, deep abscess are
i b tic foot peripheral neuropathy also commoner in diabetics compared to non-diabetic
and non-tr umatic amputations: The first population.
thing ilia
- to the mind, when we talk of A study found the prevalence of diabetes in elective
uncontroll
is probably ...the diabetic orthopedic surgical setting such as in joint replacements
foot. The
n ause of non-traumatic to be around 12% and average BMI (Body Mass Index)
arnputari
quite an ignominious of these patients to be over 30. Such patients have
reputation
P rhaps e ery man significantly increased risk of complications such as
or woman
asually read surgical site infections. Obese diabetic patients have the
an article a
"e lingering highest risk of developing deep infection.
images of
diabetes.
early 25 percent of diabetics are unaware of their
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Orthopedic surgeons can Improve
outcomes and dramatically reduce health
care costs when treating diabetic patients
by considering a few important measures,
such as focusing on the perioperative and
long-term glucose control of patients, and by
increasing awareness and conducting regular
screening of at-risk patients to improve
diabetes diagnosis in general.

